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The RSP Newsletter
Summer 1990 Vol 22 No 3

Office of Research and Sponsored Programs

356 Fawcett Hall

New Electronic Mail Capabilities
Electronic communication is being
used by federal agencies in an effort to
simplify the grants process. Federal
agencies are working with university
research offices to solve problems as
sociated with corresponding electroni
cally. These research agencies have
asked participating institutions to
provide feedback after experimenting
with federal electronic programs.
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RSP is currently experimenting with
electronic systems involving federal
agencies, such as the National Insti
tutes of Health (NIH), the National
Science Foundation (NSF), the Office
of Naval Research (ONR), the Depart
ment of Energy (DOE) and the Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Admini
stration (NASA). In addition, RSP has
memberships with organizations that
provide on-line information about
federal and private sponsors.

NIH
To shorten the time required for sub
scribers to receive the NIH Guide for
Grants and Contracts, RSP has arranged
to receive this publication electroni
cally through BITNET, a national com
puter network that links universities
campuses. The Guide, which lists pro
gram announcements and deadlines
as well as information regarding pro
gram policy and administration, is
published weekly byNIHand received
by approximately 30,000 subscribers.
The BITNET system would be quickly
overloaded were all subscribers to di

rectly receive NIH Guide electronically.
For that reason, NIH has asked institu
tions to designate one person to be
responsible for receiving the Guide and
distributing it to other interested per
son at the institution.
You can receive the electronic version
of the Guide by giving ourofficeyour E
Mail address. We will be forwarding
the Guide to you the same day we re
ceive it. According to an NIH represen
tative, the day it is received will vary.
(Contact Jan Power at Ext. 2425 or
DVETTER using E-Mail.)
By this fall, NIH expects to have appli
cation software ready for field testing
with institutions submitting proposals
electronically on a limited basis in 1992.

NSF
The National Science Foundation is
seeking volunteers to electronically
submit proposals. Gerald Stuck, direc
tor of the Electronic Proposal Submis
sion Program at NSF, said thatEXPRES,
NSF's electronic system, is in its early
testing stage. Most of the experiment
ers have been individual researchers.
Dr. Stuck is looking for universities
interested in submitting a number of
proposals electronically, allowing NSF
to identify common problems within
single institutions.
RSP has received the EXPRES software
and is willing to work with researchers
and NSF staff to identify and solve
problems associated with electronic

submission. Please contact Phil Spina
(Ext. 2425) if you are interested in using
this new process.
RSP has been ordering guidelines and
application information from NIH and
NSF via BITNET. This will signifi
cantly reduce delays in receiving time
sensitive information.

DOE•ONR•NASA
Information on opportunities available
from the Office of Naval Research, the
Department of Energy and the Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Admini
stration is now available on FEDD<, a
system of on-line databases that pro
vide information on federal govern
ment programs of interest to colleges
and universities. Developers of this
system anticipate that other govern
ment agencies will be providing infor
mation on their agency's programs
soon.
RSP has access to FEDD< through BIT
NET. We can receive information on
See ELECTRONIC on page 8
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Notes from the Director
Are you having difficulties finding
funding sources?
One of the primary functions of RSP is
to help you find external sources of
funding for your research and schol
arly projects.
Identifying
RSP has a wide variety of information
available on funding opportunities.
Our staff monitors more than 60
newsletters and other publications.
Wemaintainaboutl,OOOsponsorfiles,
including information about funding
opportunities, guidelines, and appli
cation forms. The office also sub
scribes to two nationally recognized
electronic databases of funding op
portunities for higher education. (See
Other On-line Systems on page 8.)
Disseminating
RSP gathers, summarizes, and distrib
utes this information to individual fac
ulty members, departments, and col

leges or schools. To do this, we pro
duce two publications:
•Research News, a quarterly news
letter of trends in federal and private
fundingandawardsreceivedbyWright
State University faculty,
•Funding Update, a monthly bulle
tin listing funding deadlines.
To cross reference funding opportuni
ties with faculty interests, RSP uses a
database of over 350 faculty and staff
profiles.

will tailor our remarks to your specific
area of interest.
But what we need, most of all, is to
know your particular area of interest.
So, if you have not filled out a faculty
interest profile, please do. If you have,
I encourage you to meet with us and
we will help you in your search for
funding.
Do you need to find funding for
your summer salary?

Informing
This fall the RSP staff is planning an
orientation workshop for the campus
community. At this workshop, we will
present information about the services
available to you through our office.
Even with all of that, I feel that RSP
needs to do more. The assistant direc
tors and I will meet with you, individu
ally, at any time. We are also available
for workshops and presentations for
small groups of faculty, departments,
or colleges. At these presentations, we

Since most federal sponsors require
six to nine months following the sub
mission of your proposal to evaluate
and fund projects, I encourage you to
meet early with the RSP staff if you are
interested in seeking funding for
summer 1991.

--Federal
Compliance
New Procedures for
Animal-Use Review
Effective July 1, 1990, Research and
Sponsored Programs will be assum
ing responsibility for some of the ad
ministrative services currently
handled through Laboratory Animal
Resources (LAR). These services per
tain to the review of activities, such
as research, teaching, and testing that
involve the use of animals. RSP will
serve as the liaison between faculty I
staffand the Laboratory Animal Utili
zation Committee (LAUC).
RSP is now responsible for:
1) Distributing the documents
necessaryforinitiatingLAUCreview
of animal-usage activities.
See COMPLIANCE on page 8

,,
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Federal Agency Profile
National Science Foundation Update
Proposed University Program

Regional Meeting

Wright State Universityresearchersand
university administrators had an op
portunityto tell thestaffof theNational
Science Foundation (NSF) what they
thought about the proposed federal
technology initiative, College and Uni
versity Innovative Research Program
(CUIR).

In an effort to exchange ideas with aca
demia about the CUIR program, NSF
scheduled eight regional meetings.
Discussion during the Cincinnati meet
ing covered many of the concerns of
universities, including the length of
Phase I and the format of the proposal.
The universities present suggested ex
tending Phase I to 12 months and requir
ing a brief pre-proposal.

NSF recently conducted a series of dis
cussions with universities on what
could become a multi-million dollar
technology transfer initiative by the
Federal Government. In May, repre
sentatives from Wright State attended
the regional meeting in Cincinnati.
Program Description

Patterned after the Small Business In
novative Research Program (SBIR), the
proposed CUIR is designed to facilitate
the transfer of university technology to
the market place. Federal policy mak
ers anticipate that this transfer will also
stimulate local economic growth.
As originally proposed, Phase I of this
NSF program is to address the feasibil
ity and marketability of a research
concept. During this six month period,
academic grantees are to receive up to
$50,000. Although an industrial part
ner would not be required for Phase I,
program officers strongly encouraged
it. An NSF offical at the Cincinnati
meeting said the "path to the market
place" would be a critical element of
the proposal evaluation process.
During the two years of Phase II, the in
dustrial partner would be funded for
about $250,000. To avoid problems
involving proprietary research and
data, NSF staff anticipates that the uni
versity will be given a portion of the
funding from the Phase II grant for
non-proprietary research.

Other concerns expressed in the various
meetings included the potential for con
flict of interest in this type of project, the
questions of intellectual property rights,
the requirement that universi tyresearch
ers must work with small business rather
than industry in the partnership, and
whether the purchase of eqllipment will
be allowed as part of the $50,000 Phase I
grant.
Since the concept of CUIR has strong
Congressional support,NSFrepresenta
tives expect funding to be included for
some Phase I proposals in the FY '91
budget.
RSP'S Role
If you have any questions or would like

more information, please call Phil Spina
at Ext. 2425. As more information be
comes available, RSP will continue to
keep you informed about CUIR.

Postmark and Deadlines
In the June/July I August 1990 issue of
the National Science Foundation Bulletin,
NSF announced that unless otherwise
stated in a specific program announce
ment, they will accept evaluation
proposals postmarked on or before the
deadline date.
NSF responded to questions about this
announcement on their electronic bu!

letin board. Joanna Rom, Head of
NSF's Policy office wrote that:
•NSF defined "evaluation
proposals" as proposals subject to
merit review. This would include
new proposals and renewals and
exclude continuing increments and
supplements.
•NSF intends to make the
word deadline mean postmark dead
line.
•Target dates can be treated
as postmark deadlines. Ha targetdate
is missed, a proposal may be held
over for a following review cycle.
By shifting the focus from when a
document is received by NSF to when
it is sent, NSF expects to reduce the
cost to grantee organization. This
change will help cut cost of overnight
mail to meet proposal deadlines.
In thepast,NSFhaslisted target dates
and program (or receipt) deadlines
for submitting proposals. NSF de
scribes these deadlines as follows:
Target Dates: Proposals post
marked after these cutoff dates will be
reviewed, although they may miss a
particular panel meeting.
Program Deadlines: Proposals
postmarked after these cutoff dates
generally will be returned to the pro
poser.

•••••••••••

The deadline for submitting pro
posals to most funding source is
not often negotiable. It is impor
tant to determine whether the
deadline is defined as the date of
postmark or the date of receipt at
the agency. A receipt deadline
requires that the proposal be in
the sponsor's office on the given
date. A postmark deadline re
quires that the proposal be post
marked by the given date; the
date of arrival does not affect its
acceptance in the competition.

•••••••••••
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Agency Profile

Office of Naval Research
According to Dr. Bruce Robinson,
Associate Director of the Office Of
Naval Research (ONR), ONR is not
anticipating any budget cuts for the
coming fiscal year. In a recent brief
ing held at The Ohio State Univer
sity, Robinson discussed the research
interests of various ONR director
ates and suggested methods for sig
nificantly increasing the chances of
receiving funding.

•Group IV Semiconductors
•Fast Optoelectronics
•Random Fields for Environmental
Modeling
•Particle Interferometry
•Sensor Array Processing Algorithms
and Architectures
•Modem Potential Theory and Micro
wave Scattering

•Fusing Advanced Materials
•Hierarchical Combustion and Deto
nation
•Case Based Reasoning-Robotics and
AI Areas
•Advanced Programming Lan
guages and Software Techniques

FY1992

FY1991

Robinson suggests the following
steps for a successful proposal:
>Contact the RSP Office for the
latest copy of the ONR Guide to
Programs
>Contact the Program Officer by
telephone
>Submit a letter proposal for com
ments from the agency
>Submit a formal proposal.

•Nonlinear Ocean Waves
•Highly Correlated Electron Systems
•Discrete Structure Classification
•Quantum Transport in Disordered
Solids
•Polymers with Enhanced Optical
Properties

Engineering Sciences

•Designing Enzymes for Nonaque
ous Solutions
•Microbial Life at High Tempera
ture and Pressure
•Symbiotic Associations of Marine
Organisms
•Neural Constraints to Cognitive
Architectures
• Bioacoustic Signal Classification

FY1991

FY1992

ONR officials have selected the fol
lowing programs to receive increased
emphasis and funding during fiscal
years 1991and1992.

Physics and Mathematical
Sciences

• Ferroelectrics
•Hierarchical Models of Turbulence
•Dynamics of Bubbly Flow
•Corrosion of Composites
•Ultra-Dependable Computers
FY1992

FY1991

• Electrochemistry in Small Domains

•Molecular Design of Composite In
terfaces

Life Sciences

•Bio mimetic Molecules
•Single Neuron Computation
•Molecular Mechanisms of Electro
Reception
•Sensory Guided Motor Controls
Contact Jan (Ext. 2425) for additional
information on programs of the Of
fice of Naval Research.

J
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Technology Transfer Highlights

Invention Disclosure
The following article was adapted
from a publication by Research
Corporation Technology. The Re
search Corporation Program pro
vides an objective, off-campus
evaluation by a full-time scientific
staff that includes experts in mar
keting and patent law.
Wright State has enlisted the assis
tance of Research Corporation
Technology to help faculty in the
evaluation, patenting and licens
ing of inventions. The University
will submit inventions to the Cor
poration on a case-by-case basis.

7

Inventions are important! They may
lead to new products and processes
that benefit you as the inventor, Wright
State University, industry and the
general public. If you're wondering
how to fit another project into your
busy schedule, this article is for you. It
tells you how to prepare an invention
disclosure with the minimum expen
diture of time and effort. Here are the
points you should cover to speed an
evaluation. RSP has disclosure forms
on which you can directly enter the
data.
Prepare an invention disclosure now,
before you publish your findings, de
scribe them in an oral presentation, or
complete that thesis based on your
research. A draft manuscript may
serve as an invention disclosure. The
reason for timeliness is that prior pub
lication of a discovery will bar patent
protection in most of the world. You
can preserve these vital rights by mak
ing sure that a first patent application
is filed before you make a public dis
closure. Under international treaty,
filing in the U.S. (or another country)
gives one an entire year to decide
whether or not patents will be needed
in other countries.

•Write a title and a brief description
for your discovery. Isita new process,
a device or product? How does the in
vention work, and how will it be used?
In what way it is novel: that is, how
does it differ from present technology?
•Sketches, drawings or photographs
can be helpful in conveying an under
standing of the invention, and are
always welcome by evaluators. Please
note, however, that rough artwork,
flow sheets, instant photos, and pen
ciled graphs will be perfectly satisfac
tory.
•Include a list of laboratory records if
they relate to making, developing, and
testing the invention, but do not in
clude the records themselves. Infor
mation as to their availability is suffi
cient.
•Do indicate the date of public disclo
sure ifone has taken place. This maybe
the mailing date of a journal contain
ing descriptive articles, the date a the
sis was cataloged and placed on library
shelves, or the date of a public appear
ance, news release or report made
available to the general public. Taped
or filmed presentations may also con
stitute "publications."
•Any other useful data you can pro
vide will be appreciated by evaluators.
This might include drawbacks, or re
search and development that must be
preformed to perfect the invention. Do
you know of similar or competing in
ventions? Publications or patents that
cover similar ground? Early consid
eration of such materials will enhance
chances of success.
•Do you know of firms qualified to
develop the invention, or that have an
interest in the field? Have you had any
expressions of interest from industrial
companies?

•A last piece of information: if the
research was sponsored, include the
name of the funding agency, com
pany, or other sponsor along with the
contract or grant number. Please note:
You and Wright State University can
retain rights in most inventions made
under government sponsorship, and
under many industrial research agree
ments as well. The purpose of this
disclosure is to define your invention
so that it can be considered for patent
ing in the United States, Canada, and
possibly in Europe, the Far East and
other parts of the world. Patents not
only establish your claim to your in
tellectual property, but make it pos
sible to attract risk capital needed to
develop the invention and market
products based on it. You and Wright
State may benefit from royalty or
other income from the sale of these
products.
RSP's Role. If you are interested in
working with representatives from
Research Corporation Technology,
contact Phil Spina at Ext. 2425 or
PSPINA@WSU. via E-Mail. RSP has
copies of Research Corporation Tech
nologies' Invention DisclosureFann. For
a copy, contact Jan Power (Ext. 2425).

Will You Be Gone
During the Summer?
If you will be working
off campus during the
summer and want to
receive information
from RSP, please send
your summer address
to RSP, 356 Fawcett
Hall, ATIN: Jan.

Research News

The following grants and contracts were
awarded from January to March, 1990.

College of Engineering
and Computer Science
Dadras, Parviz
Brazing of C-C Specimens
Kaiser Aerotech
$2,533

Summer 1990

Shock, Robert
Course-Grained Test Suite for VHDL
Validation
Universal Energy Systems/AFOSR
$20,000

$4,662

Weiss, Isaac and
Srinivasan,Raghavan
Deformation & Thermal
Processing Maps
Timet Corporation

Ream, Larry
Minority High School Apprentice
Program - WSU /Ream
National Institutes of Health

$30,000

Fautheree, David
AI Fundamentals
Center for Artificial Intelligence
Applications
$9,061

Grandhi, Ramana
Prototype Structural Optimization
Systems - Phase III
Center for Artificial Intelligence
Applications

Weiss, Isaac and
Srinivasan, Raghavan
Mechanical Behavior &
Flow Mechanisms in Metal
Composites
Air Force Office of Scientific
Research
$164,000

-School of Graduate Studies

$31,375

Grandhi, Ramana
System Optimization Through
Parametric Studies
Center for Artificial Intelligence
Applications

Look, David
Research on Complex Structures
Aeronautical Systems Division
$584,000

College of Liberal Arts

$59,500

Mateti, Prabhaker
Automated Presentation System
Modern Technologies Corporation
$30,761

DeStephen, Dan
Dayton Neighborhood Mediation
Services
City of Dayton
$3,500

McAulay, Alastair
Polynomial Neural Networks for
Airborne Applications
Center for Artificial Intelligence
Applications

Mazey, Mary E.
Assessment of Labor-Management
Climate
Bellemar Parts Industries

$68,648

$9,000

Purnhagen, Tom
Personality Interface Module
for Multibus II
Digital Integration, Inc.

Rosenberg, Barry
Museum Assessment Program
Institute of Museum Services

$26,925

Reynolds, David
An Artificial Bladder Control System
Ohio's Thomas Edison Program
$50,000

Rizki, Mateen
Machine Learning Research
Center for Artificial Intelligence
Applications
$70,000

Nieder, Gary
Embryo Protein Secretion
During Implantation
National Institutes of Health

$1,400

$6,000

Reo, Nicholas
NMR & Hepatic Metabolism of
Carboxylic Acids
Air Force Office of Scientific
Research
$29,876

Roche, Alexander,
Chumlea, Wm. Cameron,
Siervogel, Roger, Guo, Shumei,
and Baumgartner, Richard
Subcutaneous Fat, Blood Lipids
and Subsequent Outcome
National Institutes of Health
$729,123

Siegal, Harvey
Substance Abuse Among Disabled
Youth
Office of Substance Abuse
Prevention/ADAMHA
$210,663

Wunderlich, Howard
Inpatient Assistance for
HIV Patients
Montgomery County Combined
Health District
$36,000

-School of Professional
Psychology
Bent, Russell
Internship Training
St. Elizabeth Medical Center

---School of Medicine

$5,000

Goldenberg, Robert
Speech Rehabilitation
American Cancer Society

Bent, Russell
Practicum Training
Bruce Kline & Associates

$5,000

$5,333

Kaplan, Stephen
Community Partnership & Health
Professions Education
W.K. Kellogg Foundation

Bent, Russell
Post-Doctoral Internship
Program
Ohio Department of
Rehabilitation & Correction

$31,000

$9,672

---College of Science
and Mathematics
Andrews, Merrill
Electronic Conduction in Gases
Southeastern Center for Electrical
Engineering Education
$12,267

Andrews, Merrill
Electron Transport and Excitation
Southeastern Center for Electrical
Engineering Education
$17,204

Arasu, K.T.
Multiplier Theorems and
Structure of Multiplier Groups
National Security Agency
$28,968

Bennett, Kevin
Computer-Based Training for
Complex/Dynamic Tasks
Universal Energy Systems/
AFOSR
$19,997

Burton, G. Allen
Corporate Health, Safety and
Environmental Workshop
NCR Corporation
$3,500

Carmichael, Wayne
Freshwater Cyanobacteria Toxins
U.S. Army Medical Research &
Development
$9,618

Katovic, Vladimir
Poly Anions & Their Potential Use
in Battery Cells
Southeastern Center for Electrical Engi
neering Education
$43,275

$3,000

Richard, Benjamin and
Wolfe, Paul}.
American Indian Career
Opportunities - Earth Sciences
National Science Foundation

Tiernan, Thomas
Toxic Organics in Paper, Sludge,
Aqueous Effluents
St. Anne-Nackawic Pulp Co., Ltd.

$60,704

Ritzi, Robert
Technical Assistance in Hydrogeology
Panterra Corporation
$3,500

Serve', Paul
Hydrocarbon Structure
& Nephropathy Induction
Air Force Office of Scientific Research
$57,672

Tiernan, Thomas
DBD/DBF in Oils & Defoamer
Formulations
Calloway Chemical Company
$8,400

Tiernan, Thomas
Effects of Chlorine Bleaching on
PCDD/PCDFin Pulp
Alabama River Pulp Company, Inc.
$4,500

Tiernan, Thomas
Toxic Chemicals in Paper Products
Shawano Paper Mills
$6,300

Clark, Jerry
Electron Impact Infrared
Excitation Functions-Xenon
Universal Energy Systems/
AFOSR
$20,000

Feld, William and
Kane, James
Synthesis of Heterocyclic
Polymers
University of Massachusetts/
USAF

Tiernan, Thomas
TCDD/TCDF in Cellulose Enzyme
Composites
Finnsugar Bioproducts Inc.

Tiernan, Thomas
PCDD/PCDF in Food-Grade and
Medical-Grade Paper
The Dexter Corporation
$7,000

Tiernan, Thomas
Dibenzodioxin/Diberzofuran in Oils &
Defoamers
NALCO Chemical Company

$4,400

Tiernan, Thomas
PCDD/PCDF in Aqueous Discharges
City of Jackson, Michigan
$9,000

Tiernan, Thomas
Chlorinated Dioxins/Furans in Fish
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
$9,600

Tiernan, Thomas
Uptake of PCDD/PCDF in Fish
and River Sediments
IT Corporation
$21,600

Tiernan, Thomas
Characterization of Paper Mill
Waste for PCDD/PCDF
Mead Paper
$50,000

Tiernan, Thomas
Isomer-Specific Quantitation
Methods for PCDD /PCDF
Dow Chemical Canada, Inc.
$75,000

Turnbull, Kenneth
Biologically-Active Compounds
DowElanco
$1,500

Weber, Daniel
Auditory Signal Detection
Systems Research Lab, Inc.
$39,747

$9,000

$110,004

The Office of Research and Sponsored Programs' staff recognizes the efforts of all proposal writers at Wright State. We congratulate
those receiving external funds and encourage those with unfunded proposals to consult with us about resubmission.
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Office ofResearch and
Sponsored Programs
356 Fawce/l Hall
WrighJ State University
Dayton, Ohio 45435
(513) 873-2425

ELECTRONIC, continuedfrom page I

the Department of Energy's energy
related equipment program- DOE re
search and development programs,
faculty I student education programs,
and OOE's minority assistance pro
grams as well as ONR and NASA pro
grams. You may scan this information
yourself or request specific informa
tion from our office staff. Contact
Deborah Vetter (Ext. 2425) to arrange
for your search.

E-MAIL ADDRESSES
If you are interested in communicating

with RSP staff via E-Mail, send your
message to us using the first initial and
last name of the individual you are
contacting. Our addresses follow:
PSPINA, GHERN, LTESTAS, and
DVETIER.

OTHER ON-LINE SYSTEMS
The Office of Federal Programs (OFP)
uses BITNET to transmit electronic
communications promptly to its sub
scribers. Bulletins highlighting an
nouncements from the Federal Register
and Commerce Business Daily are trans
mitted twice a week and new reports
relating to federal and private funding
as well as lists of deadlines established
by funding sponsors are transmitted as
they are published.
Access to OFP's electronic mail network
allows the RSP staff to review abstracts

COMPLIANCE , continuedfrom page 2

on Federal Register announcements
several days earlier than when received
through the postal service. Since the
federal agencies are required to an
nounce programs only 45 days before
the deadline, immediate access to these
sources is a benefit to grant writers.

2) Coordinating LAUC meetings in
cludingreceivingcompleted petitions
from investigators, distributing peti
tions to committee members, inform
ing investigators of LAUC review re
sults, and assuring compliance with
committees actions.

RSP also has access to SPIN, an on-line
database of grant programs appropri
ate for institutions of higher education.
Using SPIN, our staff can obtain infor
mation on funding interests, submis
sion deadlines, agency contact person
and funding limits for a wide range of
public and private funders. SPIN is
available to the campus community at
no charge to you or your department.
If you are interested in this service,
contact Deborah Vetter (Ext. 2425).

3) Assuring that ongoing activities
using animals are reviewed periodi
cally and that an up-to-date approval
status is maintained.

ImportantNotice: Tobeincom
pliance with new USDA regula
tions, any animal activity that
was approved or last updated
before November 1, 1989 must
be reviewed as a new project.

FOR THE FUTURE
Agency officials and research adminis
trators agree it will be a while before
electronic submission of research ap
plications is a reality. Electronic trans
mission will be voluntary even when
the federal prototypes are operational.
Administrators from NSF and NIH
emphasize the importance of research
administration offices in establishing
ii:stitutional practices for coordinating
electronic transmission .

Petition for Approval of Activities Involv
ing the Use ofLaboratory Animals and the
Continuing Review Questionnaire are
new documents issued by RSP and
LAUC. These documents are to be
used to initiate LAUC review of new
projects and to update existing LAUC
approval of ongoing activities, respec
tively. They are to be used after July 1,
1990 and can be obtained from RSP.
ContactJoyce Boitnott (Ext.2425) if you
need copies. •

RSP will be working with experts from
Wright State University's Computer
Services Center to adapt these systems
to our needs. •
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